
Jurassic World In this thrilling fourth installment of the "Jurassic Park" franchise, 
two young brothers (Ty Simpkins and Nick Robinson) visit their Aunt Claire 
(Bryce Dallas Howard) who's an executive at Jurassic World, a theme park 
populated with genetically resurrected dinosaurs. But chaos erupts when a 
newly created dino escapes its enclosure, forcing the park's animal behaviorist 
Owen Grady (Chris Pratt) to save the day. Universal
The Three Stooges Triple Feature Volume One Time Out for Rhythm (1941) 
Musical hilarity ensues when three out-of-work-actors, Moe, Larry and Curry, find 
jobs through a talent agency. Rockin' in the Rockies (1945) After they 
accidentally win big at roulette, the Stooges cook up prospecting plans at a local 
ranch. Have Rocket, Will Travel (1959) When the Stooges accidently blast off to 
Venus, they encounter an alien computer who creates evil duplicates of them. 
Mill Creek
The Three Stooges Triple Feature Volume Two The Three Stooges Meet Hercules 
(1962) Comical chaos ensues when the trio flicks the switch of a time-machine 
that transports them to ancient Greece. Three Stooges Go Around The World In A 
Daze (1963) The Stooges set sail for a globe-hopping trip, after being enlisted by 
a con man that needs to win a bet. The Outlaws Is Coming (1965) Larry, Moe, and 
Curly are sent out west, upon their arrival they find themselves being sought 
after by every gunslinger in history. Mill Creek
Crime and Punishment Haunted by murder, condemned by guilt. Dostoievsky's 
immortal novel of human passion becomes a powerful drama starring Edward 
Arnold (Mr. Smith Goes to Washington) as Inspector Porfiry and Peter Lorre 
(Casablanca) as Roderick Raskolnikov, an impoverished student struggling with 
the nature of good and evil.  Crippled by guilt and paranoia after committing a 
murder he thinks is just, Raskolnikov is torn between the detective investigating 
the murder and the woman he saved, who now wants to save his soul.  Mill Creek
TV Guide Spotlight Crime Stoppers 20 Episodes of the Best Crime Stoppers 
Over 9 hours of detectives, cops, and lawyers serving justice from the Golden Era 
of Television. Enjoy 20 classic TV episodes from pioneering procedurals including 
Dragnet, Sherlock Holmes, Man With A Camera, and Dick Tracy. Contents: DISC 1 
Dragnet - Big Hit & Run, Code 3 - Death in an Alley,Man with a Camera - Second 
Avenue Assassin, Dick Tracy - Meet Flat Top, Mr. & Mrs. North - Homicide Limited, 
Dangerous Assignment - The Missing Diplomat, Racket Squad - The System, 
Mannix - Nothing Ever Works Twice, Burke's Law - Who Killed Jason and Boston 
Blackie - Black Widow. DISC 2 Sea Hunt - Mark of the Octopus, Sky King - Sky 
Robbers, Richard Diamond: Private Eye - Picture of Fear, Sherlock Holmes - The 
Case of the Texas Cowgirl, The Man Behind the Badge - The Case of the Capital 
Crime, Martin Kane, Private Detective - The District Attorney Killer, Follow That 
Man - Fraternity of Five, Decoy - To Trap a Thief, I'm The Law - Death of a 
Stenographer, The Adventures of Hiram Holiday  The Wrong Rembrandt. Mill 
Creek
Randolph Scott Round-Up  6 Classic Westerns. Randolph Scott was a Hollywood 
Cowboy Legend, the always "tall-in-the-saddle" hero who helped define the 
genre. Rustle up a spot and enjoy 6 of his classics in this special Western 
roundup. A Lawless Street (1955)  Color  Starring: Randolph Scott, Angela 
Lansbury, Jean Parker, Warner Anderson, Wallace Ford. Randolph Scott stars as 
Marshal Coleen Wave, a lawman who moves from town to town in the Colorado 
Territory, ridding each of its outlaws. His dedication to his gob causes his wife, 
played by Angela Lansbury, to leave him. She will not come back to him until he 
has hung up his guns for good. But he is determined to clean up one last town, 
run by bandits, who don't want to see the territory become a state. The Tall T 
(1957) Color Starring: Randolph Scott, Richard Boone, Maureen O’Sullivan, Arthur 
Hunnicutt, Skip Homeier After losing his horse in an ill-timed wager, Arizona 
rancher Pat Brennan (Randolph Scott) joins Willard Mims and his new wife, 
Doretta (Maureen O'Sullivan), as he hitches a ride on a passing stagecoach. 
Things turn ugly when the stagecoach is hijacked by three thieves whose leader, 
Usher (Richard Boone), thinks nothing of killing the driver. To spare his own life, 
the cowardly Willard lets Usher know that, as the daughter of a wealthy copper 
miner, Doretta could bring a huge ransom. Before leaving to collect the cash, 
Usher kills Willard. But after Brennan takes out his two henchmen, to protect 
Doretta, he's forced into a deadly showdown once Usher returns. Decision At 
Sundown (1957) Starring: Randolph Scott, John Carroll, Karen Steele, Valerie 
French, Noah Beery Jr., John Archer Bart Allison arrives in Sundown planning to 
kill Tate Kimbrough. Three years earlier he believed Kimbrough was responsible 
for the death of his wife. He finds Kimbrough and warns him he is going to kill 
him but gets pinned down in the livery stable with his friend Sam by 
Kimbrough's stooge Sheriff and his men. When Sam is shot in the back after 
being told he could leave safely, some of the townsmen change sides and 
disarm the Sheriff's men forcing him to face Allison alone. Taking care of the 
Sheriff, Allison injures his gun hand and must now face Kimbrough left-handed. 
Buchanan Rides Alone (1958) Color Starring: Randolph Scott, Craig Stevens, Barry 
Kelley, Tol Avery, Peter Whitney, Manuel Rojas This taut western with non-stop 
plot twists is about a taciturn character Randolph Scott who becomes involved 
in the goings-on of a frontier border town. Scott takes on the corrupt family in 
charge of the town in a general war of nerves which leads to an incredible 
shoot-'em-up climax. Ride Lonesome (1959) Color Starring: Randolph Scott, 
Karen Steele, Pernell Roberts, James Best, Lee Van Cleef, James Coburn Though 
ex-sheriff-turned-bounty-hunter Ben Brigade (Randolph Scott) captures the 
young desperado Billy John, it's his older brother, Frank, who's his real target. 
Joined by Sam Boone (Pernell Roberts), an outlaw looking to go straight, and 
Carrie Lane (Karen Steele), a widow whose stationmaster husband was killed in 
an Apache raid, Ben uses the threat of Billy's hanging as bait. And when Frank is 
lured into coming to his little brother's rescue, a showdown that leaves the 
outlaw dead and Sam and Carrie collecting the bounty on Billy, Ben is left to ride 
away alone. Comanche Station (1960) Color Starring: Randolph Scott, Nancy 
Gates, Claude Akins, Skip Homeier, Richard Rust, Rand Brooks Loner Cody trades 
with the Comanches to get a white girl released. He is joined on his way back to 
the girl's husband by an outlaw and his sidekicks. It turns out there is a large 
reward for the return of the girl, and with the Indians on the warpath and the 
outlaw being an old enemy of Cody's, things are set for several showdowns. Mill 
Creek
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San Andreas In this high-octane thriller, the infamous San Andreas Fault gives 
way, producing a devastating earthquake across California. A highly skilled 
helicopter pilot (Dwayne Johnson) races to save his ex-wife (Carla Gugino) in 
Los Angeles before the complete destruction of the city. After one daring 
rescue, the pilot flies north toward San Francisco in search of his estranged 
daughter (Alexandra Daddario), racing against time and the inevitable 
aftershocks that promise to devastate the coastline. Warner
I Spit On Your Grave 3 Vengeance is Mine continuing the story of Jennifer 
Hills a victim of a horrific sexual assault, who changes her identity and joins a 
rape support group where she hears disturbing stories from other victims. 
When one of the women is murdered Jennifer vows revenge and hunts down 
the men responsible. Anchor Bay
Tremors 5: Bloodlines The stakes are raised for survivalist, Burt Gummer 
(Michael Gross) in his most dangerous monster hunt yet. When Gummer's 
hired to capture a deadly Ass-blaster terrorizing South Africa, he and his new 
sidekick Travis Welker (Jamie Kennedy) engage in a battle of survival against 
the fiercely aggressive Ass-blasters and Graboids. Discovering the monsters 
have evolved into even more lethal creatures, their killer mission takes on a 
whole new level of unseen terror--far more than they bargained for. Universal
Penny Dreadful Penny Dreadful returns with ten powerful episodes and finds 
Vanessa Ives (Eva Green) and Ethan Chandler (Josh Hartnett) forming a deeper 
bond as the group, including Sir Malcolm (Timothy Dalton), Dr. Frankenstein 
(Harry Treadaway), and Sembene (Danny Sapani), unite to banish the evil 
forces that threaten to destroy them. Meanwhile, Dorian Gray (Reeve Carney), 
the Creature (Rory Kinnear) and Brona (Billie Piper) are all waging battles of 
their own. Showtime
Nowitzki: The Perfect Shot Thirteen time All-Star, League MVP, Finals MVP, 
NBA Superstar Dirk Nowitzki is one of the greatest and most famous athletes 
of all time. Follow his rise to NBA champion under the tutelage of his longtime 
coach and mentor, Holger Geschwindner, whose unconventional methods 
and reliance on physics turned the 7-footer into the greatest shooting big 
man in NBA history, in this riveting documentary. The Perfect Shot was 
produced by International Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Leopold Hoesch 
and features exclusive NBA footage and interviews with NBA legends such as 
Dirk Nowitzki, Kobe Bryant, Yao Ming, Steve Nash, Michael Finley, Jason Kidd, 
Rick Carlisle, Mark Cuban, David Stern, Don Nelson and former German 
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. Magnolia
4Got10 A wounded man (Messner) wakes up in the desert surround by 
bodies, no memory and with three million dollars ash. On the run, from a 
ruthless DEA Agent (Lundgren), the Mexican Cartel Boss (Trejo) and the local 
sheriff (Pare), he discovers the more he remembers the less he wants to know 
about who he really i Cinedigm
Zipper is a political thriller that follows a promising political star who harbors 
a secret bubbling just below the surface. Sam Ellis (Patrick Wilson), a 
high-profile federal prosecutor, has aspirations of a powerful and influential 
political future, as does his wife, Jeannie (Lena Headey). After using a high-end 
escort service, however, Ellis' one-time decision turns into an obsessive 
compulsion that theatens to torpedo both his career and his life at home.  
Millennium
Hollow Triumph Starring Paul Henreid & Joan Bennett; Directed by Steve 
Sekely; Screenplay by Daniel Fuchs & Murray Forbes John Muller, a career 
criminal on the run from vengeful gangsters after a botched casino robbery, 
finds the ultimate hideout, masquerading as a successful psychoanalyst to 
whom he bears a strong resemblance. However, he fails to take into account 
that when you take over someone’s life, you inherit the good with the bad. 
Film Detective
Beat The Devil Starring Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones, Gina Lollobrigida & 
Peter Lorre An exquisitely dry comedy with a witty script, this film finds subtle, 
absurdist laughs in the misadventures of Humphrey Bogart’s tough customer, 
who aboard a ship enroute to Africa becomes involved  with an unlikely 
group of rogues in a complex scheme to gain control of a patch of uranium 
rich land. The fifth and final movie Bogart made with Peter Lorre.
Salt of the Earth Starring Juan Chacón,  Rosaura Revueltas & Will Geer4 
Centering on a long, difficult workers strike against a mining company in New 
Mexico, Ramon Quintero fights for equity of wages as well as health and 
safety issues, But at home he mistreats his wife, Esperanza. When the men are 
forced to end their picketing, Esperanza joins the other women who demand 
to play a role against their husband’s wishes. Written, directed and produced 
by members of the original blacklisted “Hollywood Ten,” a powerful and 
persuasive drama.
Pop Life Illicit drugs have been influential in pop music dating back to the 
days of Woodstock and beyond. Over time street drugs like molly, LSD, 
marijuana and crystal meth have been infused in live concerts, club venues, 
festivals, party scenes and music lyrics. Today s teens and young adults have 
grown desensitized to these popular street drugs, which calls into question 
the importance in raising awareness on the topic of illegal drug use. Cinedigm
The Falling Intense and troubled Lydia and charismatic Abbie are best friends 
experiencing a sexual awakening at their strict English girls' school. Following 
a tragedy, a mysterious fainting epidemic breaks out, and as Lydia's symptoms 
worsen, she rallies against the school's authorities to uncover the underlying 
cause of the outbreak. Eventually her actions force old secrets to rise to the 
surface and she finds herself faced with a truth that she never expected. 
Cinedigm
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